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Before we correct even a single photo, we need to make two quick changes
in Photoshop to get better, more accurate results. The first is to change how
the Eyedropper tool measures color, and the second is to get a neutral gray
background behind your photos, so your background doesn’t affect how
you color correct your photos. Although it’s just two simple changes,
don’t underestimate their impact—this is important stuff.

Two Things to Do
Before You Color
Correct Anything

Step One:
In the Toolbox, click on the Eyedropper
tool (I). In the Options Bar, the default
Sample Size setting for this tool is Point
Sample. The problem with this setting
is it gives you a reading from just one
individual pixel, rather than giving you an
average of the area where you’re clicking
(which is much more accurate for color
correction purposes). To fix this, change
the Sample Size pop-up menu to 3 by 3
Average (as shown here). By the way, if
you’re working on super-high-resolution
images, Adobe included larger sampling
areas, like 5x5, 11x11, 31x31, and on up
to 101x101.
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Step Two:
Although having a colorful desktop
background is fine when we’re working
in Photoshop, you’ll rarely find a professional doing color correction with one,
because it changes how you perceive
color (and that will influence how you color
correct your photos). Ideally, you’d use a
neutral gray background, and to get one,
just press the letter F once. This centers
your photo onscreen with a dark gray
background behind it. To change it to a
neutral gray, just Right-click on the background and choose Light Gray. To return
to regular mode, press the letter F two
more times. Okay, now you’re ready.
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Color Correction
Using Curves

While, in this chapter, I show you how to do traditional color correction in Photoshop,
in my own workflow, I actually do all my color correction (for JPEG, TIFF, and RAW
images) in Camera Raw, because it’s just so much easier (see Chapter 1 in the book).
So, while this is the traditional way we did color correction for years, and it’s good to
know how to do it, I myself no longer do it this way (just so ya know).

Step One:

SCOTT KELBY

Open the photo you want to color
correct. The photo shown here doesn’t
look that bad, but as we go through the
correction process, you’ll see that it really
needed a correction. The thing I see right
off the bat is that the photo looks kinda
flat, so it’s low on contrast and there’s a
blue color cast to the photo, which is typical on a cloudy day or when your subject
winds up in the shade and your camera
is set to Auto white balance.

Step Two:
Go under the Image menu, under Ad
justments, and choose Curves (or press
Command-M [PC: Ctrl-M]). Curves is
the hands-down choice of professionals
for correcting color, because it gives you
a greater level of control than other tools,
like Levels, where you pretty much are
limited to just three adjustment sliders.
The Curves dialog may look intimidating
at first, but the technique you’re going to learn here requires no previous
knowledge of Curves, and it’s so easy,
you’ll be correcting photos using
Curves immediately.
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Step Three:
First, we need to set some preferences
in the Curves dialog, so we’ll get the
results we want when color correcting.
We’ll start by setting a target color for
our shadow areas. To set this preference,
in the Curves dialog, double-click on the
black Eyedropper tool (the Eyedroppers
are found below the center of the curve
grid, and the shadow Eyedropper is the
first Eyedropper from the left [the one
half-filled with black], shown circled here).

Step Four:
When you double-click on that shadow
Eyedropper, it brings up the Color Picker
where you can select your target shadow
color. This is where you’ll enter some
new RGB numbers that will help remove
any color casts your camera introduced
in the shadow areas of your photo. We’re
going to enter values in the R, G, and B
(Red, Green, and Blue) fields of this dialog (the Blue field is highlighted here).
For R, enter 7
For G, enter 7
For B, enter 7
Now, click OK to save these numbers
as your target shadow settings. Because
these figures are evenly balanced (they’re
all the same number), it helps ensure that
your shadow areas won’t have too much
of one color (which is exactly what causes
a color cast—too much of one color), and
by using 7, we get dark shadows while
still maintaining shadow detail in our
inkjet prints.
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Step Five:
Next, we’ll set a preference to make our
highlight areas neutral. Double-click on
the white Eyedropper (the third of the
three Eyedroppers at the bottom of
the Curves dialog). The Color Picker will
appear, and you’ll select your target high
light color. Click in the R field, and then
enter these values (Note: To move from
field to field, just press the Tab key):
For R, enter 245
For G, enter 245
For B, enter 245
Click OK to set those values as your
highlight target color.

Step Six:
Now, set your midtone preference. You
know the drill: Double-click on the midtone Eyedropper (the middle of the three
Eyedroppers), so you can select your
target midtone color. Enter these values
in the RGB fields:
For R, enter 133
For G, enter 133
For B, enter 133
Then, click OK to set those values as your
midtone target color. That’s it—you’ve
done all the hard work. The rest from
here on out is pretty easy.
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Step Seven:
If you still have the Curves dialog open,
click OK to exit it for now, and you’ll
get a warning dialog asking you if you
want to Save the New Target Colors as
Defaults. Click Yes (as shown here), and
from this point on, you won’t have to
enter these values each time you correct a photo, because they’ll already
be entered for you—they’re now the
default settings. So, the next time you
color correct a photo, you can skip
these seven steps and go straight to
the correcting.

Step Eight:
Okay, now that you’ve entered your
preferences (target colors) in the Curves
dialog, you’re going to use these same
Curves Eyedropper tools (shown here) to
do most of your color correction work. In
a nutshell, here’s what you’ll do with those
three Eyedroppers:
(1) Find something in your photo that
you know is supposed to be the color
black. If you can’t find something black,
find the darkest area in your photo and
convert that area to your target shadow
color by clicking on that area once with
the shadow Eyedropper.
(2) Find something in your photo that
you know is supposed to be the color
white. If you can’t find something white,
find the brightest area in your photo and
convert that area to your target highlight
color by clicking on that area once with
the highlight Eyedropper.
(3) Find a neutral gray area in your photo
and convert that to your target midtone
color by clicking on that area once with
the midtone Eyedropper.

(Continued)
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Step Nine:
Let’s start by setting the shadows first,
so press Command-M (PC: Ctrl-M) to
bring back up the Curves dialog (shown
here). Now, your job is to look at the
photo and find something that’s supposed to be the color black. In most
photos, this won’t be a problem—you’ll
see a dark area of shadows (like the windows in this photo), and in those cases,
it’s no sweat. But, if you can’t find something that’s supposed to be the color
black, then you can have Photoshop
show you exactly where the darkest
part of the photo is.

TIP: Using Curves from the
Adjustments Panel
If you’re familiar with adjustment layers,
you can apply your Curves as an adjustment layer, instead, using the Adjustments
panel. Just click on the icon that looks like
the Curves grid, and instead of getting a
floating dialog, you can adjust your curve
from right within the Properties panel.
More on adjustment layers later on.

Step 10:
There are two sliders directly under the
curve grid that can help you find where
the darkest and brightest parts of your
image are. Start by turning on the Show
Clipping checkbox (shown here), and
your image area turns solid white, then
click-and-hold on the left (shadow) slider.
As you drag the slider to the right, the
first areas that appear onscreen are the
darkest parts of your photo. That’s Photo
shop telling you exactly where to click,
so remember where those areas are (in
this case, I’d probably choose the bottom left of the little window at the top,
because it’s showing up as solid black,
which means all three color channels
are solid black).
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Step 11:
Now that you know where your
shadow area is, drag that shadow slider
back to the left, and turn off the Show
Clipping checkbox. Click on the shadow
Eyedropper, move out over your photo
(while the Curves dialog is still open), and
click once on that shadow area. In this
case, click in the shadow area at the bottom left of that window (shown circled
here in red), and it converts your shadow
areas to a neutral shadow color, and the
color cast is removed from them (compare this photo with the one in Step Nine
and you’ll see the difference this one click
makes, in both color and contrast).

TIP: Turning Off the
Channel Overlays
When you click in that shadow area,
three new lines appear in your curve,
showing how the Red, Green, and Blue
channels were affected by your move.
Although some users love seeing these
lines, some folks (like me) find it really
distracting. If you’d like those channel
lines turned off, just go to the Show
Section on the right side of the Curves
dialog, then turn off the checkbox for
Channel Overlays (as shown here).

(Continued)
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Step 12:
Now, on to setting the highlight point.
Your job: find something that’s supposed
to be the color white. Again, this is usually
pretty easy, but if you can’t find something white, you can use the same trick
you just learned to have Photoshop show
you where the lightest part of your photo
is. Turn on the Show Clipping checkbox
again, but this time drag the far-right
slider to the left. The screen turns black
(as shown here), and as you drag to the
left, the first white areas that appear are
the lightest parts of your image.

TIP: Skipping the Show
Clipping Checkbox
Pressing-and-holding the Option (PC:
Alt) key and dragging those Input sliders does the same thing as temporarily
turning on the Show Clipping checkbox.

Step 13:
Now that you know where your highlight
area is, drag that highlight slider back all
the way to the right, and turn off the Show
Clipping checkbox. Click on the highlight
Eyedropper, move out over your photo,
and click once on that highlight area. I try
to look for a white area that has some detail (rather than clicking on what’s called
a specular highlight, which is a blown out
highlight area with no detail, like the sun,
or a bright sun reflection on a chrome car
bumper, etc.). In this case, I clicked on a
cloud in the sky (as shown here), and that
made the highlight areas neutral and removed any color cast in the highlights
(we’re only two clicks into this correction,
and look how much better the photo
already looks).
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Step 14:
Now for your third click—finding something that’s supposed to be a neutral
gray. This one’s a little trickier, because
not every photo has a neutral gray area,
and the Curves dialog doesn’t have
a “find the gray” trick like it does for
shadows and highlights, but never fear—
there’s a project coming up in this chapter
that shows you a way to find that neutral
area every time. In the example we’re
working on, finding an area that’s supposed to be a neutral gray isn’t that much
of a problem—you can click on the front
of the church (as I did here). It neutralizes
the color cast in the midtones, and as you
can see here, it removed that yellow color
cast that was there after neutralizing the
highlights and shadows. Now we have a
much more natural looking tone.

Step 15:
Before you click OK, you’re going to
use Curves to increase the overall contrast in the photo (in fact, it’s the best
way to increase contrast in Photoshop).
Plus, it’s easy: (1) first, click once right
in the very center of the grid to add a
point; (2) click above and to the right
of the center, right along the line, where
the gray grid lines intersect with the
diagonal line; and (3) add one more
point on the line, where the lines inter
sect at the bottom quarter (they’re
shown circled here).

(Continued)
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Step 16:
Now, while the bottom-left point is
selected, press the Down Arrow key
on your keyboard eight or nine times
to move that point of the curve down
ward, which increases the contrast in
the shadow areas. Then, click on the
top-right point, but now press the Up
Arrow key on your keyboard 10 or 12
times to increase the contrast in the
highlights. Moving the top point up
and the bottom point down like this
steepens the curve and adds more
contrast. Now you can click OK, and
you’re done.

Before
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Before we really dive into color, we need to spend two minutes with the Adjustments
panel. Of all the enhancements added back in Photoshop CS4, the Adjustments panel
was my favorite, because it streamlined our workflow so dramatically that even if you’d
never used adjustment layers before, you had to start working with them. So, from this
point on, we’ll use adjustment layers every chance we get, because of all the advantages they bring. Here’s a quick look at them and how to use them to your advantage:

The Advantages of
Adjustment Layers

SCOTT KELBY

Advantage One:
Undos That Live Forever
By default, Photoshop keeps track of the
last 20 things you’ve done in the History
panel (shown here), so if you need to
undo a step, or two, or three, etc., you
can press Command-Option-Z (PC: CtrlAlt-Z) up to 20 times. But, when you close
your document, all those undos go away.
However, when you make an edit using an
adjustment layer (like a Levels or Curves
adjustment), you can save your image as
a layered file (just save it in Photoshop
format), and your adjustment layers are
saved right along with it. You can reopen
that document days, weeks, or even years
later, click on that adjustment layer, and
either undo or change that Curves, Levels,
or other tonal adjustment. It’s like an undo
that lives forever.

Advantage Two:
Built-In Masks
Each adjustment layer comes with a
built-in layer mask, so you can easily
decide which parts of your photo get
the adjustment just by painting. If you
want to keep an area of your photo from
having the adjustment, just get the Brush
tool (B) and paint over it in black. There’s
more on layer masks to come, but they
offer tremendous flexibility, and since
they don’t actually affect the pixels in
your image, they’re always undoable.

(Continued)
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Advantage Three:
One-Click Presets
Adobe has added a bunch of built-in
presets that you can apply with one click
right from within the Properties panel.
Plus, if you come up with a setting you
like, you can save your own custom presets. So, for example, if you come up with
a favorite Levels setting (using a Levels
adjustment layer), you can save it as a preset (by choosing Save Levels Preset from
the panel’s flyout menu), and then apply
it anytime from the Properties panel’s
Preset list with just one click.

Advantage Four:
Blend Modes
When you apply an adjustment layer, you
get to use the layer blend modes. So if
you want a darker version of your adjustment, you can just change the layer blend
mode of your adjustment layer to Multiply.
Want a brighter version? Change it to
Screen. Want to make a Curves adjustment that doesn’t affect the skin tone as
much? Change it to Luminosity. Sweet!

Advantage Five:
Everything Stays Live
Back in previous versions of Photoshop,
when you created an adjustment layer
(let’s say a Curves adjustment layer, for
example), it would bring up the floating
Curves dialog (as seen here). While it was
onscreen, the rest of Photoshop was frozen—you couldn’t make changes or do
anything else until you closed the Curves
dialog by either applying your adjustment or clicking Cancel. But thanks to the
Adjustments and Properties panels, everything stays live—you just go to the
Properties panel and make your changes
there. There is no OK or Apply button, so
you can change anything anytime. This
will make more sense in the next step.
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Step One:
The best way to understand this whole
“live” thing is to try it, so go open any
photo (it really doesn’t matter which one),
then go to the Adjustments panel and
click on the Curves icon (it’s the third
one in the top row). Rather than bringing up the Curves dialog in front of your
image (and freezing everything else), the
Properties panel now displays the curve,
so you can make your adjustments, but
everything stays live—you can adjust
your curve, go right down and change
the blend mode of a layer, or paint a few
brush strokes, then grab another part of
the curve and adjust it. There’s no OK
button, and everything stays live. This
is bigger than it sounds (ask anyone
who used CS3).

Step Two:
If you want to move the Properties panel
off of your image, so that you can get
a better look at what you’re doing, just
click on the panel’s tab and drag it over
on top of one of the panels on the right
(here I nested it with the Adjustments
panel). Now, just resize the panel, so
everything’s easier to work with (as
seen here).

(Continued)
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Step Three:
Now let’s delete our Curves adjustment
layer by dragging it onto the Trash icon
at the bottom of the panel. Add a Hue/
Saturation adjustment by clicking on its
icon in the Adjustments panel (it’s the
first one in the middle row). Drag the
Saturation slider way over to the left to
remove most of the color, for the look
you see here. Now, the way adjustment
layers work is this: they affect every layer
below them. So if you have five layers
below it, all five layers will have their
color desaturated like this. However, if
you want this adjustment layer to just
affect the one single layer directly below
it (and not the others), then click on the
clipping icon (it’s the first from the left at
the bottom of the panel, shown circled
here in red). This clips the adjustment
layer to the layer directly beneath it.

Step Four:
There are a couple other options: To
edit any adjustment layer you’ve already
created, just click on it once in the Layers
panel and its controls will appear in the
Properties panel. To hide any adjustment
layer you’ve created, click on the Eye icon
(either at the bottom of the Properties
panel, or to the left of the adjustment
layer in the Layers panel). To reset any
panel to its default settings, click the
curved arrow icon to the immediate left
of the Eye icon. To see a before/after of
just your last change, click the icon to the
left of the Reset icon. The hardest thing
about the Adjustments panel is figuring
out which icon represents which adjustment, so just move your cursor over an
icon, and its name appears in the upperleft corner of the panel.
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Besides using Curves for color correction, this is also a powerful tool for creating
contrast, because it gives you a range of control you really can’t get any other way.
Of course, in the past, you really had to know Curves inside and out to tweak
individual areas of your image, but thanks to the Targeted Adjustment Tool (or
TAT, for short), you can now click-and-drag right on the image, and the tool will
tweak the right part of the curve for you automatically. It’s way cooler than it sounds.

Adjusting Contrast
Using the Targeted
Adjustment Tool

SCOTT KELBY

Step One:
Here’s a pretty flat-looking photo that
could use a Curves adjustment to bring
more contrast to it and, as I mentioned
above, we’re going to use the TAT (shown
circled in red here), so we really don’t
have to mess with the curve at all, we just
have to tell Photoshop two simple things:
(1) which area of the photo we want to
adjust, and (2) if we want that area to be
darker or brighter. That’s it—and we do
the whole thing using just our mouse.
So, start by pressing Command-M (PC:
Ctrl-M) to open the Curves dialog, and
then click on the TAT.

TIP: Using a Curves
Adjustment Layer
Don’t worry—if you use a Curves adjustment layer (rather than just using
the standard Curves dialog seen here),
it has the TAT, too! (Get it, TAT too?
Tattoo? Aw, come on, that one wasn’t
that bad.)

(Continued)
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Step Two:
Now, move your cursor outside the
Curves dialog, and out over the part of
your image you want to adjust. In our
case, we want to make the water and
sky darker. Start by clicking-and-hold
ing on the water in the foreground, and
you’ll notice that your cursor turns into a
hand with a two-headed arrow, pointing
up/down. That tells you that dragging
up/down will make the adjustment. In
our case, we want this area darker, so
drag downward. As you do, it knows
exactly which part of the curve to adjust
to darken that area.

Step Three:
So, now that we’ve darkened the water
and sky, let’s go make the clouds a little
brighter. Move your cursor over them, but
this time you’re increasing the brightness,
so you’d click-and-drag upward (rather
than downward). As you do this, it knows
exactly which part of the curve to adjust
to affect that area (if you look at the curve,
you can see a new point has been added
on the top right of the curve—that was
added when you clicked-and-dragged
on the clouds).
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Step Four:
Lastly, now that we’ve darkened the
water and sky, let’s lighten the buildings
a bit by moving our cursor over them,
and clicking-and-dragging upward to
lighten that area (also note where it
added a new curve point, and how it
adjusted that new point upward). This is
so darn easy to do, but as you can see,
it’s also pretty darn powerful.

Before

After
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Dave’s Amazing
Trick for Finding
a Neutral Gray

Finding a neutral midtone while color correcting has always been kind of tricky.
Well, it was until Dave Cross, who used to work with me as Senior Developer,
Education and Curriculum for the National Association of Photoshop Professionals
(NAPP), came into my office one day to show me his amazing trick for finding right
where the midtones live in just about any image. When he showed me, I immediately blacked out. After I came to, I begged Dave to let me share his very slick
trick in my book, and being the friendly Canadian he is, he obliged.

Step One:

SCOTT KELBY

Open any color photo, and click on
the Create a New Layer icon at the
bottom of the Layers panel to create
a new blank layer. Then, go under the
Edit menu and choose Fill. When the
Fill dialog appears, from the Contents
pop-up menu at the top, choose 50%
Gray (as shown here).
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Step Two:
When you click OK, it fills your layer
with (you guessed it) 50% gray (you
can see the gray thumbnail for Layer 1
in the Layers panel shown here). Now,
go to the Layers panel and change the
blend mode of this layer to Difference.
Changing the layer blend mode to Differ
ence doesn’t do much for the look of your
photo (as you can see here), but don’t
worry—it’s only temporary.

Step Three:
Choose Threshold from the Create New
Adjustment Layer pop-up menu at the
bottom of the Layers panel. Then, in the
Properties panel, drag the slider under
the histogram all the way to the left (your
photo will turn completely white). Now,
slowly drag the slider back to the right,
and the first areas that appear in black
are the neutral midtones. In the bottom
center of this photo is a decent-sized area
of black (that in the photo looks like it
should be gray), so that will be our midtone correction point. To help you remember exactly where that area is, get
the Color Sampler tool (nested under the
Eyedropper tool), and click on that spot to
add a Color Sampler point as a reminder.
Then click the Trash icon at the bottom of
the Properties panel to discard the adjustment layer.

(Continued)
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Step Four:
Now that your midtone point is marked,
go back to the Layers panel and drag
the 50% gray layer onto the Trash icon
to delete it (it already did its job, so you
can get rid of it). You’ll see your full-color
photo again. Now, click on the Curves
icon in the Adjustments panel (the third
icon from the left in the top row) to
open the Curves Properties panel, get
the midtones Eyedropper (it’s the mid
dle Eyedropper), and click directly on
that Color Sampler point (shown circled
in red here).

Step Five:
That’s it; you’ve found the neutral midtones and corrected any color cast within
them. So, will this trick work every time?
It works most of the time, but you will
run across photos that just don’t have a
neutral midtone, so you’ll have to either
not correct the midtones or go back to
what we used to do—guess.

Before
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Adjusting RGB
Flesh Tones
Using the TAT

SCOTT KELBY

So what do you do if you’ve used Curves to properly set the
highlights, midtones, and shadows, but the flesh tones in your
photo still look too red? Try this quick trick that works great for
getting your flesh tones in line by removing the excess red.

Step One:
Open a photo that you’ve corrected
using the Curves technique shown earlier in this chapter. If the whole image
appears too red, skip this step and go
on to Step Three. However, if it’s just
the flesh-tone areas that appear too red,
press L to get the Lasso tool and make a
selection around all the flesh-tone areas
in your photo. Press-and-hold the Shift
key to add other flesh-tone areas to the
selection, such as arms, hands, legs, etc.,
or press-and-hold the Option (PC: Alt)
key to subtract from your selection.
This can be a really loose selection
like the one shown in Step Two.

Step Two:
Go under the Select menu, under Modify
and choose Feather. Enter a Feather
Radius of 3 pixels (as shown here), and
then click OK. By adding this feather,
you’re softening the edges of your selection, which will keep you from having a
hard, visible edge show up where you
made your adjustment.

(Continued)
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Step Three:
In the Adjustments panel, click on the
Hue/Saturation icon, and when the Hue/
Saturation options appear, click on the
TAT (the Targeted Adjustment Tool—more
on how it works back on page 15 of this
chapter). To reduce some of the red in her
skin tone, move the cursor over an area of
her chest that looks overly red, click-andhold the tool, and drag to the left. The
tool knows which Hue/Saturation slider to
move (it jumps to the Reds, and reduces
the Saturation amount), so just keep dragging until her skin tone looks more natural
(a before/after is shown below).

Before
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Vibrance—one of my favorite features in Camera Raw—is also available outside of
Camera Raw. It pretty much does the same thing that Vibrance inside of Camera
Raw does—it boosts the least vivid colors in your photo the most, it affects the
already vivid colors the least, and it tries to avoid boosting skin tones. And, it’s an
adjustment layer, so you get the built-in mask, as well. Sweet! Here’s how it works:

Creating Vibrance
Outside of
Camera Raw

Step One:
Just click on the Vibrance icon in the
Adjustments panel (the last icon in the
top row), and the Vibrance controls appear in the Properties panel (as seen here).
Adobe also put a Saturation slider there,
and I avoid it like the plague (except for
using it occasionally to remove color), so
if I come to this panel, it’s for Vibrance—
not Saturation. However, you can use
this Saturation slider in conjunction with
Vibrance (like lowering Saturation, which
evenly takes color from the entire photo,
then really boosting Vibrance, so the
dullest colors start to stand out more).

Step Two:
Using Vibrance is a no-brainer—just drag
the slider to the right (as shown here), and
the farther you drag it, the more vibrant
your less vibrant colors become.
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Step One:
To convert this photo to the proper
color space for emailing or posting to
the web, go under the Edit menu and
choose Convert to Profile. This brings
up the Convert to Profile dialog (shown
here). The Source Space at the top
shows you the current color space your
photo is in (if you’re working in Adobe
RGB [1998], like in this example, that’s
what you’ll see here). For your Destina
tion Space (what you’re converting to),
choose sRGB IEC61966-2.1 from the
Profile pop-up menu (shown here) and
click OK. That’s it—it’s ready to go.

Step Two:
One quick way to ensure that your
photo has been converted to sRGB
is to look at the window’s title bar. If
you’ve got Photoshop’s color space set
to Adobe RGB (1998), which is pretty
typical for photographers, and you just
converted this photo to a different color
space (sRGB), then you have a “profile
mismatch.” So, you should see an asterisk right after (RGB/8) in the title bar
(as shown circled here in red), which is
Photoshop’s way of letting you know
that your photo is in one space, and
Photoshop is in another. In this case,
that’s a good thing.
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Email applications (and nearly all web browsers) don’t support color management.
So, if you’re working in Adobe RGB (1998) or ProPhoto RGB as your Photoshop
color space, when you email your photos or post them on the web, they probably
look like %$*# (with the colors all desaturated and flat-looking). Ah, if only there
was a trick that would let anyone you email (or anybody who sees your photos
on the web) see your photos pretty much the same way you do in Photoshop
(of course, there is—I just wish I knew it. Kidding!) Here ya go:

SCOTT KELBY

Keeping Great Color
When Emailing or
Posting Photos
to the Web
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Photoshop Killer Tips
Dragging Multiple
Images from Bridge
If you have more than one image in
Bridge you want to place into an open
document, just select them all first, then
drag-and-drop them as a group into the
open document, and they’ll come in all
on their own separate layers (this is really
handy if you’re putting together a collage). However, there’s something you’ll
need to know: Once you drag them, the
first selected image appears in your open
document as a Smart Object—ready for
you to resize (if you want)—but the next
image won’t appear until you first press
Return (PC: Enter) to lock in the size for
your placed Smart Object. For RAW images, the first selected image will open in
Camera Raw first, and then when you click
OK, it’ll appear as a Smart Object, as well.
So basically, it’s: (1) drag-and-drop, (2) click
OK in Camera Raw if it’s a RAW image,
and then (3) press Return (PC: Enter) for
the next photo to appear.

desktop directly into an open Photoshop
document. These appear with a “resize
border” around them, and they’re placed
as Smart Objects. Just choose your size,
then press Return (PC: Enter) to lock in
your size.

Resize Image During
Place Preferences
By default, when you drag-and-drop an
image into an open document in Photo
shop, it assumes you want to resize it to
fit entirely within that document, but if
you’d rather not have this option turned
on, press Command-K (PC: Ctrl-K) to

bring up Photoshop’s Preferences, click
on General on the left, then in the Op
tions section, turn off the Resize Image
During Place checkbox.

Shortcut for Highlighting the
First Field in Adjustment Layers

Dragging Images
from Your Desktop
In CC, you don’t actually have to have an
image visible in Bridge to get it into an
open document in Photoshop. You can
literally drag-and-drop an image on your

Adobe added a nice feature that’s handy
when you’re working with adjustment layers: when you’re in the Properties panel,
you can automatically highlight the first
adjustment field by pressing Shift-Return
(PC: Shift-Enter) on your keyboard. Then
you can jump from field to field using the
Tab key. When you’re done in the fields,
just press Return (PC: Enter).

TAT Always On in the
Adjustments Panel
The Hue/Saturation, Curves, and Black &
White adjustment layers all give you the
option of using the Targeted Adjustment
Tool (or TAT, for short), and in CC, you
can have the TAT active automatically each
time you choose one of those adjustments.
The next time you have one of those adjustments open in the Properties panel,
from the panel’s flyout menu, choose
Auto-Select Targeted Adjustment Tool.
Now, the TAT will always be active when
you choose a Hue/Saturation, Curves, or
Black & White adjustment layer.

(Continued)
Color Correction Secrets
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Photoshop Killer Tips
The Sponge Has Vibrance

is select the layers you want to affect, then
lower the Opacity at the top of the Layers
panel, and the opacity for all the selected
layers is lowered to the same amount, as
well. Ahhhhhh, it’s the little things, isn’t it?

Jump to Any Layer

Unless you take your images to a printing press, you probably haven’t used the
Sponge tool (Shift-O), which either saturates or desaturates the color in any areas
you paint with it, and is often used to
desaturate colors that are out-of-gamut
(colors too vibrant for a CMYK printing
press). Well, Vibrance is an option (in the
Options Bar) for that tool that will focus
more on less saturated colors while not affecting already saturated colors as much.

Change the Opacity
of Multiple Layers
This is one we’ve all wanted for a while:
the ability to change the opacity of multiple layers at the same time. All you do
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You don’t have to keep the Layers panel
open to change layers—it’s faster to just
press-and-hold the Command (PC: Ctrl)
key and then click right within the image
itself with the Move tool (V), and it makes
that area of your image’s layer active. If
you fall in love with this way of selecting
layers, you can have it on all the time (no

having to hold the Command key) by
first getting the Move tool, then up in
the Options Bar, turning on the AutoSelect checkbox. One thing to keep in
mind: if the opacity of a particular layer
gets really low (like 20%), you won’t be
able to select it using Auto-Select (hey,
I thought you’d want to know).

Make Your Own Custom Panels
Adobe has a separate utility called the
“Configurator,” which lets you create your
own custom panels by dragging-anddropping (for example, you could create
a Retouching panel, with just the tools and
menu items, plus any scripts or actions,
you use when you’re doing retouching).
You download the Configurator directly
from Adobe’s website at http://labs.adobe
.com/technologies/configurator/ (it’s free).

Color Correction Secrets

Change Thumbnail Sizes
If you want to see larger-sized thumb
nails in your Layers panel, just Rightclick in an open space beneath the
layer stack (click in that gray area right
below the Background layer), and
from the pop-up menu that appears,
choose Large Thumbnails. Now,
you get nice big thumbnails.

